The three principles
of communication.
A guide for cleantech companies
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Hello and welcome.
As one of the only agencies in Europe to work
exclusively in cleantech, Life Size Media has
been lucky enough to work with some of the
most exciting developments in the sector, from
the latest in energy storage solutions through
to cutting-edge industrial biotechnology.
Our clients cover a broad range of technologies,
markets, countries and stages of development.
But one thing that unites them is their long-term
commitment to communication. I would argue
that it is the key to their success.
Here are three fundamental principles to help
get you started on that journey.
Alisa Murphy
Founder and CEO, Life Size Media

THE THREE PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATION

You cannot be successful
without good communication.
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Let’s make this
clear and simple.
You cannot
be successful
without good
communication.
And yet if you were to ask a selection
of cleantech startups to list their top
priorities, I’d be willing to bet that
communication would rarely come in the
top three.
But how do we expect to build companies,
without it?
Whether or not you’re at the stage where
you need to be thinking about a detailed
communications strategy and engaging
professional help, you are communicating.

The fact that you go to events, present
at conferences, and network with people
from the industry means that you are
communicating right now, and you need to
get good at it.
The cleantech sector is particulary guilty
of this oversight. Which is odd because
the very nature of the sector involves
developing new and complex ideas.
We’re creating things that are inherently
an extremely diverse audience and more
often than not we are selling something
that people don’t yet know that they want;
we’re market making.

The cleantech sector is particulary
guilty of this oversight. Which is
odd because the very nature of the
sector involves developing new
and complex ideas.

We simply cannot do that if we don’t
communicate and communicate well.
In the cleantech sector we set out to do
things that have never been done before,
but we often forget that along the way
we’re going to need to tell people why.
We’re going to have to explain how we’re
changing the world.

THE THREE PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNICATION

Brand is fundamental and it
needs to start from day one.
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People are often
quite confused
about brand.
Typically when I talk about the importance
of branding I get one of two reactions:
1. Branding is something that bigger
companies do; we’ll think about it when
we’re more established.
2. Actually we’re quite happy with our logo
at the moment.

about much more than just your logo or
visual identity. Your brand is who you are
as a company, it’s why you exist and why
people should care.
Your brand is your unique personality and
it should inform everything you do, not just
your communications.

CASE STUDY: SLACK
When you look at other sectors, many of
them get this right away. Take a software
startup like Slack, a hugely successful
team messaging app that many of you will
use or will certainly have heard of. This
is an example of a company that isn’t a
megabrand, that didn’t start out with a
marketing team of 50 people and doesn’t
spend millions of dollars on marketing.
Slack is a startup, just like many of you.
But as soon as they expected anyone to
invest in them or use their product, they
made key decisions about who they were
and how they would conduct their business.
They set out a clear and compelling mission
to “make people’s working lives simpler,
more pleasant, more productive”. And that
mission is synonymous with their brand.
Everything about them from their user
interface, to the language they use, to their
customer service, is simple, quick, easy and
enjoyable. And that focus and consistency
has been fundamental to their success.

Your brand is about much more than
just your logo or visual identity.
Your brand is who you are as a
company, it’s why you exist and why
people should care.
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The Post-it® challenge.
You might think it sounds silly, or like something
that brand people waste their time on, but just
give it a try.
Get together with your team and write a list of
the key attributes that describe your company.
Then, whittle that list down until you’re left with
3 or 4 attributes that are completely unique to
your company and relevant to your customers.
That is the foundation for your brand.
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Don’t forget why you’re here;
give people something to
believe in.
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People don’t buy
what you do, they
buy why you do it.
The author Simon Sinek talks about the
importance of starting with “why”.
And yet so many companies are hopeless
at articulating their why. Why does their
they believe in? What’s their purpose?

But take a look at some of the most
successful companies today, and you’ll see
that they put their why front and centre.

that have the potential to grow companies
and build lasting relationships with
customers.
Perhaps you’re thinking: “OK that makes
sense because they’re consumer brands,
engineers, or investors.” Well here’s the
thing: those are people too and people
need something to believe in.

You need to give them a really good reason
why they’re going to respond to you and not
the long line of “innovative tech companies”
they’ve already spoken to.

Whether it’s tackling air pollution,
creating clean energy, or
eradicating resource waste, we all
have really good, really powerful
reasons why we do what we do.

You need to give them a really good reason
to stick their neck on the line for you,
because let’s face it, engaging with any
cleantech company can be a risky business.
And this shouldn’t be hard to do; after all we
work in cleantech. There is absolutely no
shortage of why. Whether it’s tackling air
pollution, creating clean energy, eradicating
resource waste, we all have really good,
really powerful reasons why we do what
we do. We just need to get better at
communicating them.
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The Golden Circle.
Be inspired and learn more about the importance
How great leaders inspire action’:
www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_
leaders_inspire_action

WHY
Imagine a world where people wake up
every day inspired to go to work, feel safe
while they are there, and return home at the

HOW

they do, feeling that they have contributed
to something greater than themselves.

WHAT
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So to recap:

You cannot
be successful
without good
communication

Brand is
fundamental and
it needs to start
from day one

Don’t forget why
you’re here; give
people something
to believe in

You’ve learnt the principles,
now let’s put them into practice.

EMAIL US

CALL US

jules@lifesizemedia.com

+44 (0)203 713 7337

FIND OUT MORE

CONNECT WITH US

lifesizemedia.com

About us.
Life Size Media is one of the only communications
agencies in Europe that chooses to work
exclusively in cleantech. We believe that a good
story can change the world, and we only tell those
stories for companies that we genuinely want to
see succeed.

Skills.

Public relations

Brand development

ability to work with one agency that knows their
business and technology inside out and is able to
deliver whatever they need. Our award-winning
campaigns combine public relations with design,
Our clients cover a broad range of technology

Communications strategy

energy storage, biotechnology and the Internet of
Things. We are also expanding our international
work with several clients based across Europe.

Website design

Marketing materials

